


CreA(C)TIONing the WON we reclaim_remember_retrieve_revive the consciousness quality of the Source WON.  



The consciousness quality of the Source WON we CREAte_creA(C)T_creA(C)TION. 



We CREAte_creA(C)T_creA(C)TION in_with_through_from_into the Source of ONE. 



We CREAte_creA(C)T_creA(C)TION in_with_through_from_into the (k)NOWing that the ONE Body of ever(Y)  

[human] beING exists as the MICRO Manifestation of the ONE Body of HowWhyWhatAM_IAM_God; and that  

the ONE Body of HowWhyWhatAM_IAM_God exists as the MACRO Manifestation  

of the ONE Body of ever(Y) [human] beING.  



The MICRO ONE Body of ever(Y) [human] beING lives and breathes their unique multi bodies.  

The MACRO ONE Body of HowWhyWhatAM_IAM_God lives and breathes the absolute body. 



The MICRO ONE Body of ever(Y) [human] beING and the MACRO ONE Body of HowWhyWhatAM_IAM_God  

coalesce into the Third ONE Body and the Source WON AM 



The Source WON is beyond words.  



The Source WON is (w)here the Highest of the Highest of the Highest abides.  



(T)here all is very different. 



The consciousness quality of the Source WON is very different. 



The consciousness quality of the Source WON defies all attempts to describe_define_delineate.  



It cannot be formed_structured_contained. Neither can it be unformed_unstructured_uncontained. 



The consciousness quality of the Source WON is (t)here to be sensed_to be received_to be felt.  



The consciousness quality of the Source WON is WONE. 



(T)here silence is very different.  



The NOW of the NOW of the NOW is (w)here the Source WON AM 



In_with_through_from_into the NOW of the NOW of the NOW we enable_release_hearten  

the life_body_vibration of the Source WON. 



We enable the Source WON - a life from the Source WON we soundance and AM 

We release the Source WON - a body for the Source WON we soundance and AM 

We hearten the Source WON - a vibration of the Source WON we soundance and AM 



We AM and CREAte - experience_embody_express our soundance CREAtor_CREAtion unique multi bodies. 

We AM and creA(C)T - experience_embody_express our soundance CreA(C)TOR_CreA(C)T unique multi bodies. 

We AM and creA(C)TION - experience_embody_express our soundance CreA(C)TION unique multi body. 



An experience_embodiment_expression from_for_of the Source WON we soundance and AM 



An experience_embodiment_expression from the Source WON we CREAte_creA(C)T_creA(C)TION and AM 

An experience_embodiment_expression for the Source WON we CREAte_creA(C)T_creA(C)TION and AM 

An experience_embodiment_expression of the Source WON we CREAte_creA(C)T_creA(C)TION and AM 



  

We soundance the consciousness quality of the Source WON in_with_through_from_into our unique multi bodies.   



In_with_through_from_into our unique multi bodies we soundance within_without_in between. 



We soundance a body beING. 



An infinitely living_breathing_soundancing unique multi body beING letting come_letting be_letting go. 



An infinitely expanding_condensing_soundancing unique multi body beING serving ever(Y) [human] body  

that desires to be experienced_embodied_expressed. 



An infinitely trusting_transforming_soundancing unique multi body beING voyaging into the Source WON. 



SounDanceBodyBeING (k)NOWs no end. Neither does SounDanceBodyBeING (k)NOW a beginning.  



  
SounDanceBodyBeING just is. 



Just as life. 



SounDanceBodyBeING needs no opposition. 



SounDanceBodyBeING is no opposition. 



SounDanceBodyBeING is. 



SounDanceBodyBeING is in us. 

SounDanceBodyBeING is with us. 

SounDanceBodyBeING is through us. 

SounDanceBodyBeING is from us. 

SounDanceBodyBeING is into us. 



SounDanceBodyWeAM 



May we serve you.  



 



In_with_through_from_into the consciousness quality of the Source WON. 
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